Engage Hiring Managers
Where they Live—On
Mobile—and Increase
Hiring Velocity
Jobvite Mobile Hiring Team App: Free
with Jobvite Hire, the Leading ATS
According to Jobvite’s Recruiter Nation Survey, 43% of recruiters say that hiring managers take too long to review
resumes and 56% report that hiring managers hinder their ability to advance candidates through the hiring stages.
These delays and bottlenecks can result in losing out on top-notch talent.
The Jobvite Mobile Hiring Team App reduces this friction by making critical hiring manager tasks easy to complete
while on the go. It also provides a productive space where recruiters, hiring managers, interviewers, and employees
can work together on interview days and when they are providing candidate feedback. This app is not a replica of
the desktop experience. Instead, it’s a streamlined, easy-to-use app that only focuses on the most critical tasks and
makes them simple to complete.

Accelerate Recruiting Velocity
• Screen new applicants for each of your open positions
• Review requisitions, candidate profiles, and resumes
• Submit candidate evaluations on the go
• Approve or reject candidates right away or opt to send
delayed rejection notices
• Advance candidates to the next stage of your workflow

Jobvite’s mobile piece was a huge draw from the
beginning –– other ATS’ weren’t a true mobile solution
in all cases. The ability to share a job posting via
social media while auto-tracking the referral helps
us not only find quality candidates, but seamlessly
track where they are coming from.
- BLAKE WETTSTEIN
SENIOR MANAGER OF TALENT ACQUISITION, INGRAM MICRO

Empower Hiring Teams to Take Action
• View upcoming and pending recruiting tasks right from
your home screen
• Share job invitations via mobile or from messaging apps.
Then, track the status of those invitations
• Review an interview schedule in real time, including
check in and out updates to ensure a smoother, more
engaging candidate experience

Centralize Your Communication With the
Entire Hiring Team and Other Employees
Through a Mobile App
• In-app messaging to the hiring team on interview day to
share feedback and areas to explore in other interviews
• Share a candidate profile with any employee to gather
informal feedback
• Engage in ongoing conversations via candidate feed

KEY FEATURES OF JOBVITE
MOBILE HIRING TEAM APP
•

Candidate screening

•

Day of interview logistics

•

Candidate evaluation

•

Requisition, offer approval

•

Collaborative hiring

•

Advance workflow

•

Share Jobvites

•

Referral Dashboard

•

Push notification messages

•

Real-time interview schedules

•

Powerful internal messaging system

•

Mobile-optimized candidate profiles

•

Configurable evaluation forms

•

Ensure a seamless interview day

50%

27%

23%

global web traffic
from mobile in 2017

of job seekers expect
to be able to apply
for jobs online

of searches containing
the word “job” come
from mobile devices

About Jobvite
Jobvite is leading the next wave of recruitment innovation with Continuous Candidate Engagement (CCE), a
candidate-centric recruiting model that helps companies engage candidates with meaningful experiences at the
right time, in the right way, from first look to first day. The Jobvite Platform infuses automation and intelligence into
today’s expanded recruiting cycle to increase the speed, quality, and cost-effectiveness of talent acquisition. Focused
exclusively on recruiting software since 2006 and headquartered in San Mateo, Jobvite has thousands of customers
including LinkedIn, Schneider Electric, Premise Health, Zappos.com, and Blizzard Entertainment. To learn more, visit
www.jobvite.com or contact us at sales@jobvite-inc.com.

